
P35 CONTROL JOINT
The Rondo Exangle P35 control
joint has a specially designed
PVC rubber flexible joint which
locks onto two galvanised
(Z275) setting beads. 
A protective filament tape is
attached to the flexible joint
section to keep it clean when
applying the setting compound,
and is removed on completion.
Used in both stud walls and flush
building board ceilings, the P35
has been designed for movement
of up to 5mm in each direction
PVC is inherently flame resistant
in the sense that if the source of
the flame is removed, it will self-
extinguish. The P35 has been
approved for use in fire rated
walls and ceilings. (See building
board manufacturer’s installation
details.)
This pre-assembled, ready to use
control joint has been designed
for internal use only and when
finished leaves a straight, low
profile reveal.
Control joints should be placed
as recommended by the building
board manufacturer for both
ceilings and walls, or where
control joints occur in the
building structure. Control joints
should also be used where
dissimilar building materials are
joined to allow for differential
movement in the materials.

SOFTLINE SECTIONS
R05 10mm radius
R06 22mm radius
Softline corner beads were
designed for the commercial build-
ing trade for use in high traffic
areas such as hospitals, schools,
and public buildings. In recent
times, designers of quality homes
have found it useful where a
softer look is required.
Softline sections are manufactured
from zincanneal, and are easily
painted on site.

INSTALLATION –
SINGLE LAYER
STEP 1. 
Fix 10 or 13mm plasterboard
7mm back from the corner. 
STEP 2. 
Fix the Softline Section onto the
corner ensuring that the
stopping edges bear on the
plasterboard. 

INSTALLATION –
DOUBLE LAYER
STEP 1.
Fix 10 or 13mm plasterboard in
line with the corner.
STEP 2. 
Fix the Softline Section onto the
corner ensuring that the stopping
edges bear on the plasterboard. 

For 16mm plasterboard, fix as
per double layer application.
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SOFTLINE SECTIONS INSTALLATION DETAILS

APPROX WEIGHT MATERIAL THICKNESS STD LENGTHS
PER LINEAL METRE (kg) (BMT) (metres)

P35 0.413 0.40 3.0

R05 0.402 0.55 3.0

R06 0.488 0.55 3.0



Removable protective filament tape

White PVC flexible joint section

Setting beads
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